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CHIPS MAY TAKE QUANTUM LEAP 
SCIENTISTS EXPLORE MANUFACTURING EVEN
THINNER TRANSISTORS 

By Ian Austen 
New York Times News Service 
November 13, 2000 

Microchips are becoming more sophisticated and faster largely
because their designers keep coming up with ways to make the
channels that are etched to create transistors increasingly tiny. But a
day of reckoning may arrive. If transistors reach a size of 25
nanometers (roughly the width of 250 hydrogen atoms set side by
side) the electrons flowing through them would probably no longer
play by the rules of classical physics.

Instead, the sometimes bizarre effects described by quantum theory
would take over.

The good news for Intel and other chipmakers is that they still have
a long way to go before their chips start misbehaving. The most
advanced chips widely available at the moment have transistors that
are no thinner than 180 to 220 nanometers, roughly 2,000 atoms
wide. There is concern, however, that the limitations of chipmaking
technology may prevent the industry from creating circuitry thinner
than that.

Now, in something of a reversal, a paper in the journal Physical
Review Letters suggests that quantum theory may be a chip
designer’s friend, at least when it comes to manufacturing. In it, four
quantum physics researchers from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
managed for NASA by the California Institute of Technology, and
two scientists from the University of Wales suggest that by
embracing quantum theory, chipmakers may find a way to shrink
transistors well beyond current limits while avoiding the cost of
building entirely new factories to do it.

"It’s a whole new way of looking at chipmaking," said Daniel
Abrams, a research scientist at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and a
co-author of the research report.
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At its most basic level, chip manufacturing today is similar to what
goes on when you take your film to a camera shop for processing
and printing. Light is beamed onto a photosensitive surface through
a mask, a chip-design template that acts much like a negative. The
resulting pattern is then etched in place to form the transistors in a
process called optical lithography.

As transistors get smaller, chipmakers need to use light of
increasingly smaller wavelengths to make their exposures.

The most common approach uses optics to create an effect called
diffraction. Using diffraction, waves of deep ultraviolet light are
generated by lasers and then passed through optical systems to
decrease their wavelength even further. But the current 180- to
220-nanometer light waves used today will not be able to make
transistors smaller than 124 nanometers.

A number of proposals for generating smaller beams are in various
stages of development. One uses ultraviolet light with short
wavelengths, another X-rays and a third beams of electrons. None
of the techniques, however, will work with current chip lithography
systems, and most of them may prove too slow and costly for
large-scale manufacturing. The recent quantum physics paper may
give chipmakers a way to adapt their current factories to generate
tiny wavelengths of light that can generate very tiny circuitry.

At the heart of the technique is what Abrams calls "one of the weird
quantum effects." Photons--particles of light--usually do not interact
with one another. But in some cases two or more photons can
become, in quantum theory terms, entangled, linking their fates and
properties together in a strange way.

"They’re correlated in a funny way so that they affect each other
even at a distance," Abrams said. "Einstein called it ‘spooky action
at a distance."’

The process suggested in the paper begins by zapping crystals made
of either potassium diphosphate and potassium triphosphate with
small-wavelength laser light. The crystals, in turn, spew out a stream
of entangled photons.

The entangled photons are then aimed at two slits. When light of
various types is aimed at a diffraction grating, the light passes
through the slits and forms characteristic patterns on the other side.
When an entangled pair of photons is squeezed through the slits,
Abrams said, they appear to have twice the energy of ordinary
photons making the same trip. (And, in another oddity of quantum
theory, the entangled pairs pass through both slits simultaneously.)



When the entangled pairs recombine on the far side of the slit, they
form a wavelength that is half the size of what can be generated by
using unentangled photons. With the technology, light from a
conventional 248-nanometer laser could be reduced to a wavelength
of 62 nanometers to make transistors of that size, about a third of
what can be achieved with current methods.

The potential for miniaturization does not stop there.

Entangling three or even more photons and then passing them
through the slit should, in theory, result in even shorter wavelengths
of light, Abrams said, and that should allow chipmakers to create
even smaller circuitry "while still using a regular laser and optics."

But that "cute trick" may take years to make its way into chip plants,
Abrams cautioned. "To go from a theoretical idea to production is a
large step," he said.

There are some doubters. Paul Kwiat, a physicist at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory, said that he did not dispute any of the science
in the recent paper. But he warned that the proposed technique
might encounter several insurmountable problems on the factory
floor. "We don’t have really good sources for bright, entangled
photons."

The crystal method generated about 1 million entangled photons per
second, Kwiat said. "That may sound impressive,but even a simple
laser pointer creates 1 billion million."

So, he said, it may be hard to produce enough entangled protons for
practical use. He also doubts that any practical method for actually
aiming the entangled photons can be found, and that would hinder
the adoption of the new strategy.

"I’m a bit pessimistic for its widespread application," Kwiat said.
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